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IMC is a technology-driven trading firm. Since launching in
1989 in Amsterdam we have set the pace for the evolution of
market making. Today we employ more than 600 people and
operate globally from offices in Europe, the US and Asia Pacific,
making markets on more than 100 regulated trading venues.

ABOUT
IMC
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IMC trades thousands of securities – options, equities,
ETFs and futures - across time zones and geographies on
the world’s leading trading venues. Those platforms include:

UNITED STATES
CME

CBOE

ICE

NASDAQ

NYSE

MIAX

EUROPE

APAC

BORSA
ITALIANA

ICE
EUROPE

HKEX

JPX

EURONEXT

LSE

SGX

KRX

EUREX

XETRA

ASX

TAIFEX
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1. MANAGEMENT
BOARD REPORT

A favourable market environment, with greater volatility the result of
factors including central bank policy and (geo)political tensions, together
with IMC’s consistent commitment to invest over the long-term in people,
systems and strategies, laid the foundation for a record year for trading
revenues and profitability. As we enter our 30th year, our focus remains
to continue growing while prudently managing the business.
IMC provides liquidity on more than

data and algorithms. At the same

a key differentiating factor for

We maintain a prudent capital

to be creative and to challenge

us. Our success in establishing

level and have a robust risk

the status quo. Our performance

relationships with direct

management framework

and results in the year were

counterparties is a case in point.

embedded at every level of the

again testament to their energy,

As a firm we provide liquidity and

organisation. We established

enthusiasm, talent and teamwork.

accurate pricing in multiple assets

a working group dedicated to

and trade sizes, and the long-term

ensuring IMC is adequately

Tragically, David Haldemann, who

commitment fundamental to a

prepared for Brexit. We have

was a member of our Amsterdam

trusted trading relationship.

made preparations for every

risk and compliance team, passed

scenario, including that in which

away early in 2018 after a short

As IMC employs more traders

the United Kingdom leaves the

illness. David was a talented,

we continue to seek to improve

EU without a deal. We have

dedicated and popular colleague

the usability of our systems and

taken measures to safeguard

who contributed much to IMC. He

software, simplifying and sharing to

the contingency of the trading

is greatly missed by all of us at IMC.

improve productivity. By providing

businesses we conduct

our people with the tools to be

at UK exchanges and other

even more effective we expect to

trading venues.

improve still further our productivity
and performance as a business.

sizeable increases in headcount in

confident we have the talent and

Market makers enhance market

the coming years. However growth

tools at IMC to capture the many

We believe this focused, disciplined

efficiency. But regulation too plays

requires careful management

opportunities we see in the market

if it is not to place strains on an

and which we believe will sustain
our growth as a firm.

time, we are making strong gains

approach supports numerous

facilitates the transfer of risk and

in complementary strategies built

growth opportunities. To that end,

The regulatory environment

organisation. We recognise our

during the year the Management

remains challenging and was

culture is a cornerstone of our

Board invested considerable time in

therefore a focus of much

strategy and a key competitive

a careful and thorough assessment

attention during the year. We

strength. Therefore, we continue
to invest heavily in our recruitment

our global footprint reinforces

steps we took and the strategies
we identified in 2018. We are

100 trading venues and thereby

around volatility and valuation.

strong position to capitalise on the

We are in growth mode and plan

an important role in that regard.

enhances market efficiency. While

As we enter 2019, we are in a

our ability to do that, we believe

All regions were profitable. While

that our willingness to share and

options trading continues to deliver

of the market landscape and

closely monitor developments and

collaborate between our offices

the majority of our revenues,

external environment. From that

actively engage in dialogue with

and onboarding processes,

in Chicago, Amsterdam, Sydney,

valuable contributions are also

analysis, strategies were defined

policy-makers and regulators, for

and in career and leadership

Hong Kong, Shanghai and New

made by Delta One strategies,

and plans developed to capitalise

example around remuneration.

development, to not only reach

York is equally important.

especially in the US, and our

over the next couple of years on the

IMC is privately-owned and has

the most interesting and capable

activities with direct counterparties,

growth opportunities we identified.

no customers. It trades on its risk

candidates but to set them up for

and for its own account, with its

success in their careers with IMC.

We remain focused on, and

including our European ETF

continue to believe in, the

business. In new markets, our

While automation remains critical

own capital. It is our conviction

importance of technology for

success owed much to our ability

to IMC, human expertise is the

that our existing approach and

Our people are highly professional

the industry and our company in

to leverage scale, skills and

firm’s foundation. We believe the

policy regarding remuneration is

and remain our greatest asset.

particular. We are highly automated

experience, and the quality and

close alignment of technology

essential to our business model,

Everyone who works at IMC is

and trade primarily on the basis of

diligence of our team.

and trading will continue to be

not least to maintain a level playing

given responsibility and encouraged

Amsterdam, March 14, 2019
Management Board
Rob Defares, CEO & Chairman
Johan Benning, CFO
Willem Brinkman, General Counsel
Brian Hitchcock, COO
Arno de Quaasteniet, CTO

field within a global industry.
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2. COMPOSITION OF
THE MANAGEMENT BOARD

ROB DEFARES

JOHAN BENNING

Rob Defares is Chief

Johan Benning has been Chief Financial Officer since 1 January

Executive Officer and

2014 and member of the Management Board since 1 May 2016.

Chairman of the Management

From 1995 through 2013 Mr. Benning worked at GE in several

Board. Mr. Defares is one

functions, and from 2008 until 2013, was CFO at two GE Capital

of the founders of IMC. He

businesses. He began his career at Rabobank in 1988. He

studied Economics at the

studied Accounting & Economics at the Amsterdam Business

Free University, Amsterdam,

School, where he earned a BA, Corporate Finance at Tilburg

and graduated in 1988.

University, where he earned a MSc and after graduating in 1994,
he earned an MBA from the University of South Carolina (US).

WILLEM BRINKMAN

BRIAN HITCHCOCK

ARNO DE QUAASTENIET

Willem Brinkman has been

Brian Hitchcock has been Chief

Arno de Quaasteniet has

General Counsel of IMC

Operating Officer and member of

been Chief Technology

B.V. since 1 June 2009 and

the Management Board since 1

Officer and member of the

member of the Management

September 2017. From July 1996

Management Board since

Board since 1 May 2016. Mr.

until June 1998 Mr. Hitchcock

1 January 2018. From

Brinkman was Head of Legal,

worked as a trader of interest

1998 through 2004 Mr.

Tax & Compliance and statutory

rate derivatives for ING Barings,

De Quaasteniet worked

director / Chief Operating

in Amsterdam. In June 1998 he

as a software developer

Officer (as of 2004) of Lombard

joined IMC as a trader on the

at several companies. He

Odier in Amsterdam between

European Options Exchange in

joined IMC in August 2004

2000 and 2009. From 1991

Amsterdam. Mr. Hitchcock co-

as a software developer.

through 2000 Mr. Brinkman

founded IMC’s Chicago office in

In January 2009 he became

worked as company secretary

July 2000. He worked as a trader

lead software developer in

of Zwolsche Algemeene and

on the Chicago Board Options

IMC’s Chicago office, and

Holland Beleggingsgroep and

Exchange and was responsible

returned to the Amsterdam

from 1985 through 1991 as a

for overseeing all IMC’s trading

office as Global Head of

corporate lawyer at VVAA.

activities in North America. In

Development in August

He started his career as a

August 2005 Mr. Hitchcock

2014. Mr. De Quaasteniet

lawyer at Star Busmann in

relocated to IMC’s Sydney office

earned a degree in Electrical

1980 after earning a Master’s

where he became the Head of

Engineering from The Hague

degree in Law from the Free

Trading and, as of March 2008

College in 1999.

University, Amsterdam.

until September 2017, was the
Managing Director APAC. Mr.
Hitchcock earned a Masters of
Business Economics from the
University of Rotterdam in 1994.

8
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3. SUPERVISORY
BOARD REPORT

The Supervisory Board proposes to the shareholders to adopt
the 2018 financial accounts and the dividend proposal.

10

It is the Supervisory Board’s

The Supervisory Board addressed

Committee. Regarding regulatory

The Assurance Committee’s strong

Assessment and Internal Capital

decade. The Management and the

statutory responsibility to supervise

a variety of topics in its meetings

developments, the Supervisory

focus is on the control functions

Adequacy Assessment, as well

Supervisory Boards would like to

the Management Board and to

with the Management Board.

Board endorses the Management

of the IMC organisation and the

as legal topics, pending litigation,

thank Mr. Kuiper for his dedication

provide it with its counsel. In

These included, but were not

Board’s position, particularly

adequate functioning of the second

inspections and investigations by

to IMC, his wisdom and guidance.

accordance with a fixed meeting

limited to, the firm’s financial

as it relates to the question of

and third line of defence (“checks

regulators and relevant regulatory

schedule, the Supervisory Board

performance and trading strategies,

remuneration.

and balances”). Standard items

and legislative developments.

met with the Management Board

its risk profile and compliance,

The Supervisory Board would like
to acknowledge the continuing

on the agenda of the Assurance

on five occasions during the year.

risk and control framework,

The Assurance Committee met four

The meetings were held at the

information security and business

times in 2018. All members of the

developments, regulatory capital

stepped down as a Supervisory

and the leadership of its

firm’s office in Amsterdam. All

continuity, human resources, in

Supervisory Board are members of

requirements and reporting to

Director. Mr. Kuiper was a

Management Board.

members of both Boards attended

particular succession planning

the Assurance Committee, which

the Dutch Central Bank, and the

member of the Supervisory

all meetings with the exception of

and remuneration, and advocacy

meets with the internal and external

management letter, board report

Board since 1 February 2009

one Supervisory Board member

and regulatory developments. The

auditors, Finance & Control, Risk

and audit plan issued by the

and Chairman of the Board from

and one Management Board

Supervisory Board elaborated on

& Compliance and Group Legal.

external auditors. The Assurance

1 May 2009 until 11 July 2018, at

member who were absent with

the firm’s strategic plan during

David Cole is Chairman of the

Committee also discussed the

which date he was succeeded

notice during the meeting on

several meetings. The Supervisory

Assurance Committee.

annual internal audit plan, findings

by David Cole as Chairman.

2 February 2018, and another

Board also assessed its own

and recommendations of internal

Mr Kuiper played an important

Supervisory Board member who

performance, the performance

audits, Risk & Compliance reports,

role in the firm’s steady growth

was absent with notice during the

of its individual members, and

the annual Global Risk Control Self-

and success over almost a

meeting on 10 December 2018.

the functioning of the Assurance

Committee’s meetings are financial

At the end of 2018, Joost Kuiper

contribution of IMC’s employees

Amsterdam, March 14, 2019
Supervisory Board
David Cole, Chairman
Victor de Serière
Robert Reibestein
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4. COMPOSITION OF
THE SUPERVISORY BOARD

DAVID COLE

VICTOR DE SERIÈRE

ROBERT REIBESTEIN

David Cole has been a

Victor de Serière has been

Robert Reibestein has been

member of the Supervisory

a member of the Supervisory

a member of the Supervisory

Board since 1 September

Board since 25 July 2007.

Board since 1 January 2012.

2015. He is serving his

He is serving his third four-

He is serving his second

first four-year term (2015

year term (2015 – 2019) and

four-year term (2016 –

– 2019) and is eligible for

is eligible for re-appointment

2020). Mr. Reibestein was

re-appointment in 2019. Mr.

in 2019. Mr. De Serière is

a senior partner (Director)

Cole has been appointed

senior Counsel at Allen &

of McKinsey & Company

Chairman of the Supervisory

Overy LLP and professor of

until his retirement in 2011.

Board effective 11 July 2018.

securities law at Radboud

He studied in Leiden and

University in Nijmegen. He

Delft, where he obtained

Mr. Cole was Chief Financial

studied Law at the University

degrees in Constitutional Law

Officer and a member of the

of Leiden and Cambridge

and Management Science.

Group Executive Committee

University (England).

After completing an MBA at

of Swiss Reinsurance,

Columbia Business School in

Ltd. He was formerly Chief

New York, he joined McKinsey

Financial Officer and a

& Company in 1982.

member of the Management
Board of ABN AMRO N.V..
Mr. Cole earned a Bachelor
of Business Administration
from the University of
Georgia (US) and followed
the International Business
Program at Nyenrode
Business University,
in the Netherlands.

12
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5. GOVERNANCE
IMC’s governance comprises

The firm is aware that gender

a two-tier board: IMC’s

diversity is below the goals as

Management Board determines

set out in article 2:276 section

the firm’s strategy and oversees

1 of the Dutch Civil Code, and

its implementation; IMC’s

will pay close attention to that

Supervisory Board has the

in the process of recruiting and

statutory responsibility to supervise

appointing new Management and

and provide counsel to the

Supervisory Board members.

Management Board. IMC B.V.
qualifies as a financial holding

IMC’s Supervisory Board

under the Dutch Act on Financial

comprises members who are

Supervision. The Dutch Central

well-qualified to perform the

Bank is IMC’s prudential supervisor.

functions of supervising the
activities of the Management

In its consideration of the

Board and providing that Board

composition of its Management

with its counsel. Membership

and Supervisory Boards, IMC

of the Supervisory Board is

takes into account all relevant

determined in accordance with an

factors and excludes none, not

internal schedule of resignation.

least the availability of suitable
candidates, the structure of the

Each member of the Supervisory

two Boards and the need to

and Management Boards is

ensure continuity in the business.

appointed with the approval of
the Dutch Central Bank.

The size and composition of both

14

the Management and Supervisory

IMC’s financial results for 2018

Boards and their combined

are presented in accordance with

experience and expertise reflect

International Financial Reporting

the best fit for the profile and

Standards (IFRS). IMC’s financial

strategy of the firm. IMC operates

statements have been audited

an employment policy that is

by PWC and will be filed with the

gender neutral. Currently all

Trade Register of the Chamber

members of the Management

of Commerce in Amsterdam,

and Supervisory Boards are male.

the Netherlands.
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6. REMUNERATION
REPORT

IMC rewards its employees through a fixed and variable remuneration package
in accordance with industry standards. The leading principle is a discretionary
profit-sharing remuneration that reflects and rewards the financial and
non-financial contributions of employees to the firm’s performance.

Key principles of IMC’s Global Remuneration Policy
•

•
The principles for variable

horizon is short, with no or hardly

Over the calendar year 2018, IMC

remuneration are described in

any overnight positions, while

paid total variable remuneration of

IMC’s Global Remuneration Policy.

potential risks reveal before the

€92,083,126 (2017: €125,157,656)

This policy reflects the relevant

end of a calendar year, prior to

to its employees. 13 employees

rules and regulations on sound

the determination and award of

within IMC were eligible for total

remuneration policies.

variable remuneration.

(fixed and variable) remuneration
exceeding €1 million (2017: 27).

Offices of IMC located outside

It is IMC’s view that, with these

the Netherlands may further

principles, it has implemented

2018 was awarded in 2016 and

specify the principles of the Global

a robust and effective

2017. As from 2019, selected

Remuneration Policy in their local

remuneration framework to

senior managers of the Group

employment contracts or internal

encourage employees to act

will invest a fixed percentage of

policies. These local specifications

responsibly and which allows

their variable remuneration in

will do justice to and respect the local

IMC to respond to significant

depository receipts for shares

state of affairs and will be leading in

changes in circumstances.

of IMC B.V.. These depository

relation to the local situation.
The IMC Global Remuneration
The principles of IMC’s Global

Policy is determined by the

Remuneration Policy reflect the

Management Board of IMC B.V.,

size, nature and risk profile of the

approved by its Supervisory

firm. IMC’s business scope is

Board and shared with DNB

limited to trading activities for its

and the AFM.

Variable remuneration paid in

receipts will be valued at fair value

Applicable to all employees

•

•

Payment is deferred in two

within the IMC Group of

of profit sharing: no variable

equal annual instalments

companies.

remuneration is awarded or

(above a certain threshold).

paid in the event that the IMC

Prior to the payment of

Group is not profitable.

the second instalment,

Variable remuneration is
of a discretionary nature.

•

It is based on the principle

Calculation of variable

•

awarded on a provisional

remuneration is based on

basis. IMC has the right to hold

IMC’s global financial results

back, defer, reduce or claw

on the one hand, and on the

back all or part of the variable

other the performance of

remuneration under certain

individual employees reviewed

IMC will reassess payment
conditions on the basis of
the financial situation of the
company and individual
entitlement of the employee
to the deferred payment.

circumstances.

by management according
to previously determined,

Variable remuneration is

•

In principle, there is no

clear and assessable criteria

guaranteed variable

(including integrity, adherence

remuneration. An exception

to risk management and

can be made for guaranteed

compliance related policies and

variable remuneration over the

compliance with applicable

first period of employment.

rules and regulations).

by means of a net income multiple
approach using a fixed multiplier
and have a minimum lock-up
period of three years.

own account and risk. IMC has no
clients and holds no client money
or deposits. Moreover, its trading

16
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As IMC enters its 30th year, the challenges facing industry participants
are ever-present and increasing. The sector remains fiercely competitive.
At the same time the cost of market entry, primarily the investment in
technology integral to market making, continues to rise significantly.

MAKING IT
HAPPEN
A YEAR IN REVIEW
18

Against that backdrop, IMC’s core characteristics and qualities provide
the firm a competitive edge. We believe our global footprint, culture of
close cooperation and creativity, and commitment to make the necessary
long-term investments will prove decisive in sustaining our success.
Growth is a core component of IMC’s strategy. But growth brings its
own challenges. How IMC is managing that process, not least in order
to preserve and promote an identity that embraces both freedom and
focus, was one of the stories of 2018 and will continue to shape the
firm’s future narrative.

IMC Annual Report 2018
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IMC KEY SUCCESS BEHAVIOURS

7. TRADING
A highly automated firm and an industry leader in advanced algorithms,
IMC remains a market maker powered by talent and tenacity. As the
firm grows, IMC is investing more in recruitment, training and career
development, while continuing to provide its people with the tools
and techniques to enhance their productivity and performance.
“This is one of the most aggressive

we’re doing is really cool. We see a

that exact same feeling. So now

periods of growth that I can

ton of opportunities in front of us, but

we’re thinking: ‘Sure, we are 260

remember,” says Sunny, Chicago

we feel really short-handed. There’s

people in the US now, but what

Managing Director. “When I

so much we’re not doing today that

would happen if we had twice as

started 13 years ago, we had 10

we could be doing.’ When I think

many people?’ There are enough

or 15 people here in Chicago. I

about how I feel today, we’re about

opportunities. That’s very exciting.”

remember thinking: ‘Everything

twenty times the size, and I have

PEOPLE
WANT YOU
ON THEIR
TEAM

COMMUNICATION

OPTIMISTIC

and camaraderie are
important to you. You put
team results above your
own. Others enjoy working
with you.

You seek first to understand
then to be understood. You
go directly to the person
when issues arise. You give
constructive feedback. You
keep people informed.

You’re an optimist,
motivate team mates
and remain positive in
the face of difficulty.

LEARN

JUDGEMENT

THOROUGH

You learn and continuously
improve. You are curious,
seek feedback, reflect
and adapt.

You prioritise to get the highest
return on your time, engage
the right people for input and
look abroad for solutions.
You have good judgement.

You get to the root of the
problem, have an eye for
detail. You are thorough.

YOU
MAKE
THINGS
HAPPEN

20

COLLABORATION

YOU
WORK
SMART

DELIVER

INITIATIVE

OWNERSHIP

You get the job done,
overcome hurdles and act
with a sense of urgency.

You identify opportunities
and suggest improvements.
You’re pro-active, step
up and take charge,
you show initiative.

You’re pro-active about
finding and solving problems.
You feel accountable and
show ownership from A-Z.

IMC Annual Report 2018
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7.1 COUNTERPARTIES
The year saw IMC take significant

with flow providers in the US

as the market maker with most

IMC’s move to become a

offering access to the benefits of

value for other people, is that

strides in its relationships with

Equity Options business, or via

new ETFs in 2018 on SIX, the

Systematic Internaliser is a case in

proprietary technology and a multi-

it’s more transparent. You add

qualified counterparties. Those

institutional trading desks to

Swiss Exchange.

point. The SI opportunity followed

asset approach to market making.

value if you show a better price

relationships show not only the

connect to Request for Quote

or greater size. That’s down to

firm’s ability to execute effectively in

(RFQ) and Multilateral Trading

Christine, Trading Lead, Chicago:

terms of price and deep liquidity but

Facilities (MTF) platforms serving

“We’re making sure that, as a firm,

crucially, the quality of its people.

buy-side investors, results

we’re thinking about what the market

of financial markets and enhance

the end market participants want

For ultimately, a trading counterparty

confirmed the firm’s decision

needs and wants; how we can add

investor protection. It shows IMC’s

to buy and sell something and

small trades, but if you do bigger

to commit time and resources

value. We try to partner with all

ability to meet growing investor

they want a solution that fits them.

trades you enter into bigger

in building the businesses. An

of the venues and exchanges on

demand for a variety of trading

RFQ is an example, SI is another

positions and therefore you have

Whether in IMC’s growing European

example is the award given to

which we trade in order to create a

options and additional sources of

one. Why it adds value for us, and

to absorb more risk. We are good

ETF business, in relationships

IMC’s European ETF business

marketplace of deep liquidity.”

transparent and reliable liquidity by

why we have found it can add

at that, so we add value.”

business is built on trust.

22

directly from MiFID II, the regulatory
framework introduced on 3 January

Rick, European Head of

our internal system. If you’re fast

2018 to improve the functioning

Institutional Trading, explains: “In

and automated, you can manage
risk better. Everyone can do the

IMC Annual Report 2018
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7.2 NYSE DESIGNATED MARKET MAKER

24

Relationships are critical too

relationships. “Beyond the

The year started strongly with

It was one of 17 IPOs handled

In June, IMC’s Jay Woods, a

other senior exchange officials

for IMC’s DMM business on

technology we deploy and

IMC appointed DMM for the

by IMC in 2018, and would turn

25-year-veteran of the NYSE, was

to discuss regulatory filings and

the New York Stock Exchange.

the individuals representing

IPO of Brazil-based payment

out to be the biggest foreign

elected Executive Floor Governor,

rule changes. As Thomas notes,

While the firm’s combination of

our company on the floor, the

services firm Pag Seguro Digital.

listing on the Big Board all

one of the highest-ranking officials

“It’s the first time IMC has had an

market making and technological

differentiator is our reputation,”

Ten times subscribed, the IPO

year. The Brazilian firm later

on the exchange floor. A first for

Executive Floor Governor, and a

expertise continues to provide

says Thomas, DMM Business

opened above the offer price

launched a $1bn secondary

IMC, the official serves as a voice

sign of the growing status of the

a competitive edge, IMC’s

Development. “For the issuer,

and traded 35% up on the

offering for which IMC was

for the floor community, monitoring

firm and Jay’s reputation with

reputation is the decisive

you have to be able to trust

opening day, raising $2.61bn.

also market maker.

conduct and meeting regularly with

colleagues and peers.”

factor in cementing trusted

whom you are dealing with.”

IMC Annual Report 2018
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7.3 TRADING PLACES
In 2018 IMC outgrew its

The problem was that where we

them have a generator and UPS

Amsterdam home and relocated

now have the dealing room, there

(uninterruptible power supply) to

to new offices within the city’s

was an indoor garden. I said: ‘We

make sure that even if one goes

business district. Although

could ask the landlord to remove

down completely, the other one

barely a kilometre from IMC’s

the indoor garden and put a roof

will take over. We’ve done that

former home, the move to a

on, and that would create what we

for all our critical infrastructure.

new office was a giant logistical

want: a very big trading floor’. They

We also depend on cooling for

and technical challenge that

thought I’d lost my mind.

our main equipment room, and

demanded teamwork, tenacity

for the dealing room desks.
“With all these projects, preparation

The main equipment room is

is where you win the battle. A big

critical so we have two chillers,

Robin, Head of Facilities in

challenge was connectivity to the

and for connectivity we have

Amsterdam: “We’re growing fast,

datacenters. We worked together

multiple fibers. We don’t depend

so the new office had to be 20%

as three teams across the firm.

on one fiber from here to the

bigger to accommodate that.

At one point, we were running

datacenter, but for everything we

Infinity had a lot of potential, but

in two different locations

have at least two. If one cable is

not everyone was convinced that

simultaneously. A month before

cut, another one will take over

it was the building for us. The

we moved, we used the new

without interruption; if one power

most important thing we do is

infrastructure here to trade from the

feed goes down, the same will

trade. So, at the top of my wish

old office. That gave the team the

happen; if one chiller goes down,

list was a dealing room – which

opportunity to test connectivity.

the other will take over. That

is the heart of the firm - at the

It worked. That was a milestone.

redundancy means we have a

and creativity.

centre of the office, with all the
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backup. Even for each backup

support teams sitting around it, a

“Around 40% of the total

bit like in a sports hall. You have

investment is in technical

the playing field in the middle and

infrastructure. That’s a substantial

“I was given a lot of

people sitting and watching the

amount of money. And the

responsibility and freedom

game. We wanted to be able to

entire technical infrastructure is

with the look and feel, and

see each other. So if someone

redundant: that means that for all

the design of the technical

is working on a trading-related

the critical infrastructure, we have

infrastructure. I’m delighted with

legal document, when they look

a backup, with the same capacity

the result but it’s not a project

down or step outside their office,

and the same setup. To give you an

you’d want to do every year!”

they look into the dealing room

idea: we rely on electricity, so we

and see what they’re doing it for.

have two power feeds and both of

system, we have a backup.”
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8. TECHNOLOGY
Technology adds a huge amount of value at IMC.
Indeed, the firm is as much a technology firm
as a trading house. It is continually developing
and innovating to improve productivity and
performance for both traders and developers.
“When I started in this business

same time, as the number of

I had a screen and a list of the

traders using its systems has

trades happening in the market,

increased, IMC recognised that

the trades I did, and the prices

‘usability’ had become a lot

in the market, and I looked for

more important. So, as the firm

patterns to tell the true value

grows, it is focused on making

of an option.” Tim, Trading

the job of traders easier. That

Lead, Sydney, chuckles when

means they can focus on things

recalling how things used to be.

that directly add value.

“I incorporated that information
in my head to see ‘this is being

Alongside that, IMC

offered here, this is being offered

encourages its people to learn

there, this person just sold’,

new technologies and uses

and so on, and I had to make

open source tools as much as

a decision about how all that

possible, contributing changes

information processes into a set of

back into the open source

volatilities. So I needed to ‘pattern

community. Experienced

match’ all that stuff and try to find

new hires joining IMC from

what that means and what that

other firms make important

will mean in the future; I need to

contributions by identifying

somewhat predict what the value

areas of IMC’s systems that

of that option is going to be in

take longer to learn and

my given time horizon. Then we

therefore can be improved.

came up with a way to do this
automatically, with a computer.”
Technology has come a long
way. But greater complexity can
handicap performance. At the

28
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Thomas, who joined IMC a

tomorrow, it has to happen right

decade ago from the dealing

now. A trading house needs

room of a major Dutch bank and

automation in the way that it

is now Trading Lead, is in a good

makes the job of a trader more

position to assess developments.

efficient, freeing more time for

“I joined just after 2008 and the

analysis because less time is

financial crisis, and it was at the

needed for manual tasks. And it

time that IMC started to transition

needs technology. For example,

from an older-style manual firm to

when I started here we were

automation,” he recalls. “What’s

talking in milliseconds, now it’s

developed most in those ten years?

nanoseconds. The main reason

Automation and technology.

why nanosecond latency is so

I realised that if you want to be in

important is that there are always

the game it’s not with an investment

multiple parties competing for a

bank but with a proprietary trading

trade, and the way exchanges

house. It’s a fast-paced environment

resolve this competition is by

and it requires that you adapt

awarding the trade to the party

quickly to changing circumstances.

that is there first. Back then we

I noticed at a bank that if you have

were using more third-party

a new software system it takes you

software, now everything is

a couple of weeks before you filled

proprietary. So that gives more

all the tickets and things get done.

flexibility. And then there’s the

I realised you cannot wait that long;

culture: there’s a big emphasis

you need to jump on an opportunity.

here on learning; you are
encouraged to become better,

“The stories I heard from friends

to increase your skillset. That

who were working at IMC were

makes you more productive.”

that, if you have an idea or need
to get something done, there is no

30
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8.1 INSIDE THE IMC LAB:
PUSHING THE BOUNDARIES OF TECHNOLOGY
“This is where the magic happens,”

For Erdinc, who studied electronic

conflicting; you can provide a solution

jokes Erdinc, Head of Execution,

engineering and Media informatics

that is super-fast at the cost of quality

Amsterdam, using a swipe card

– a computer science program

and agility but that would be easy.

to enter a secure area at IMC’s

focused on digital media – it’s

An execution engineer has to provide

Amsterdam office, housing three

Aladdin’s cave. Replicating the set-

solutions that ticks all these boxes.

interconnected rooms. “It should

up at a stock exchange in a secure,

be tidier,” he says apologetically.

controlled environment, it’s where

Technology makes what we do

Hard-drives, servers, circuit

IMC developers experiment without

possible. When I started versus where

boards, cables; drawers containing

fear of tripping a switch or pulling

we are now, there are magnitudes of

various technical components;

out the wrong cable. Indeed pulling

difference. That’s because of our agile

most of which wouldn’t look out

things out and plugging things in

approach to technology. We focus

of place in your average DIY store.

where it looks like they might not

on automation as much as possible.

But first impressions are deceptive.

belong is actively encouraged.

We continuously use the feedback
we get to improve our solutions. That

The work done here is pushing the
innovation envelope. On the floor

“The way I see it, my role is

combination allows us to turn things

is a black box, roughly the size of

executing the idea that’s in the

around really fast. We produce our

a stereo speaker, with a couple of

trader’s mind,” Erdinc explains. “He

own technology when we believe

cables sticking out of it. It’s a ‘time

wants to do a trade and I want to

it gives us an edge, and we are not

machine’ measuring picoseconds.

provide the opportunity to do it as

scared to take those steps. And we

A picosecond is to one second as

fast as possible and to explore these

have the best engineers to make

one second is to 31,689 years.

ideas as fast as possible. Latency

that happen.”

is only one of the elements. You
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A wall of servers sprouts multi-

have three dimensions: latency/

Surprisingly, it took some persuading

coloured cables, blinking lights

throughput, robustness and agility.

for Erdinc to join IMC. “A friend was

and switches. Servers due to be

Naturally you want to be first

working here and kept insisting

shipped to an exchange are being

because lots of people want to do

I come and visit. For two years I

customised. It’s the hands-on

the same trade, but, at the same

said no because I was finishing my

element that is often forgotten

time, you are processing a lot of

masters. But eventually I decided to

amid all the talk of advanced

data so you want to be as precise

check it out and it was love at first

technology and high-speed

as possible. You need high-quality

sight. I had no idea about trading, or

connectivity. Often it comes down

solutions because you connect

options, or financial markets. What

to nothing more sophisticated

to the biggest exchanges around

matters was what’s at the core of

than a tweak with a screwdriver.

the world and you don’t want any

this company: I’m a competitive

But that would be to miss the

hiccups. Last but not least, you

person, who likes to learn and

point. For this is serious science.

want to be agile because everything

improve. I didn’t know trading but

Not for nothing does Erdinc drop

changes every day: the exchanges

I learned, and the more I learned,

references to CERN, the Swiss-

change, the traders have new ideas,

the more I enjoyed it because it

French research centre where

the regulations change. So, you

enabled to me to understand and

nuclear physicists seek answers

need to adapt your solutions as

do my job better. We’re a trading

about the universe, and where the

quickly as possible. When you look

company but we’re pushing the

World Wide Web was born.

at all these dimensions, they are

boundaries of technology.”
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9. RISK & COMPLIANCE
IMC’s risk and compliance infrastructure exists to protect, support
and facilitate the firm’s strategy. Whether embedding new regulatory
requirements or onboarding direct counterparties, 2018 was a busy year.
Risk is not a static environment.

onboarding process. As Mark,

of maturity, and monitoring and

As business evolves, strategies

Head of Risk and Compliance

reporting further refined and

change. At the same time external

in Europe, explains: “In 2018

improved. Besides monthly

factors change too, notably

we further strengthened

vulnerability assessments

regulation. To reflect those shifts,

our approval process for

conducted by IMC, an external

IMC continues to invest in people

counterparties. We conduct a

company performs an annual

and state-of-the-art technology

more extensive due diligence

test aimed at finding and

to expand and enhance its risk

in terms of creditworthiness,

exploiting vulnerabilities in

management framework.

money laundering and terrorism

our global network security.

financing to ensure we only do
The ongoing development

business with solid institutions.

IMC supports strong, smart

of our trading strategies,

At the same time, IMC itself is

regulation and well-regulated

including expanding the part

experiencing more extensive

markets. We believe in a level

of the business related to

due diligence requests made

playing field and equal market

trading relationships with direct

by our direct counterparties or

access. We actively and firmly

counterparties, introduced new

other relationships like brokers,

support initiatives that share our

types of risk. This required the

clearing firms and exchanges.”

conviction. We are a founding
member of FIA European

development of several new risk
metrics, limits, processes and

Another major focus was

Principal Traders Association,

monitoring tools.

Information Security. Controls

and a member of FIA Principal

put in place in prior years

Traders Group and Association

were taken to a higher level

of Proprietary Traders.

Growth of the direct counterparty
business necessitated a rigorous

IMC’S MAIN REGULATORS

MiFID II took effect in January,

500 people with their cultures, their

of defence model, with risk and

aiding market transparency, while

own management teams, and even

compliance teams reporting

regulations related to capital and

their own buildings. The separation

directly to the Chief Risk Officer

investment firm regimes – the

of the risk/compliance function and

and indirectly to the local

capital requirements directive

the front offices has been pushed

Managing Director in each

(CRD4), and the European Union

way too far in my opinion. IMC

office. This governance model

Investment Firm Regulation (IFR)

cannot afford to create so much

works because the split in risk

and Investment Firm Directive (IFD)

distance. We are very much aware

‘ownership’ and risk ‘oversight’

– demanded dedicated focus. The

we need dealing room presence

is truly accepted throughout

uncertainty over Brexit also brings

to gain deep understanding of our

the firm. Here a trader will never

challenges for IMC, and the firm

trading strategies, the technology

say after the fact, ‘yeah, but

has an active working group in

we use and the markets we trade.

‘risk’ should have monitored

place to ensure we are prepared

Having respected and credible

it, so I’m not to blame’. That’s

for any of the possible outcomes.

‘eyes and ears’ in the dealing room

not our culture. Everyone takes

is the most critical condition for

responsibility. It’s one of the

high quality risk oversight.

biggest assets we have.”

IMC’s group-wide integrated
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UNITED STATES

HONG KONG

NETHERLANDS

AUSTRALIA

CHINA

SEC, CFTC,
FINRA, NYSE

SFC

DNB & AFM

ASIC

CSRC

approach to risk management is its
major strength. Mark: “At many big

“At the same time, we recognise

insurers and banks, the risk and

the critical importance of

compliance teams have become

‘independency’ in risk oversight.

separated silos; sometimes 100 or

So, IMC operates a three lines
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IMC Risk Framework is organised in three lines of defence
RISK
OWNERSHIP

Risk Ownership is the responsibility to manage risk is the domain
of the primary business. The primary business consists of trading
(making trading decisions) and IT (managing trading technology).

Risk Oversight is the domain of the Risk and Compliance department. Whereas
Compliance focuses on the regulatory framework in which we operate, Risk
Management ensures levels of financial and operational risk are aligned with IMC’s

RISK
OVERSIGHT

and the clearing organisation’s risk tolerance, and are within regulatory limits.
Risk Management sets and controls limits and processes for the business.
Furthermore, Risk Management and Compliance assesses all existing and new
business activities for adherence to risk appetite and defined tolerance levels.

RISK
ASSURANCE

Risk Assurance entails the responsibility to provide independent
assurance on the effectiveness of governance, risk management
and internal control systems in relation to the most significant risks.

36
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IMC RISK PROCESS
GOVERNANCE

M

STRATEGY
APPROVAL PROCESS
RISK AND CONTROL
SELF-ASSESSMENT

RISK TOLERANCE
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL AUDITS

RT
REPO
&
R
ITO
N
O
RISK
TOLERANCE

LOCAL AND GLOBAL
RISK COMMITTEE
ASSURANCE
COMMITTEE

IDEN
TIFY
CAPITAL

IMC Risk Process
MIT
IGAT
E

SS
ASSE

IMC’s risk framework is based on

AREAS OF RISK

MARKET, CREDIT,
AND LIQUIDITY RISK
Sensitivity analysis
Stress testing
Limit framework
Counterparty analysis
Intraday monitoring
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OPERATIONAL RISK

COMPLIANCE

Pre and post trade risk controls
Policies, procedures, standards
Quality assurance
Monitoring, incident
management and response
External event analysis
Risk assessments

Regulatory affairs
Trading surveillance
Policies, procedures, standards
Risk assessments
Training and education

INFORMATION
SECURITY
Identity and access management
Network and systems security
Policies, procedures, standards
Awareness and training
Monitoring, incident
management and response

•

Determining adequate

•

(Intra-day) monitoring

enterprise-wide risk management,

controls to mitigate the risks

of important risk issues

and can be divided in four main

to acceptable tolerance levels;

and reporting to relevant

building blocks: (A) Market,

Examples of key controls are

stakeholders. The risk and

credit and liquidity risk, (B)

the global limit structure to

compliance teams have

Operational risk, (C) Compliance

limit exposure to all relevant

several (intra-day) monitoring

and (D) Information security. Risk

market factors, IMC’s software

tools in place to keep track

appetite and tolerance levels are

development and change

of relevant risks.

defined for the main types of

management process,

risk. Management of these risks

a comprehensive set of

consists of a continuous cycle of:

pre-trade and post-trade

is developed to create risk

system safety limits to control

reports to several layers of

Identifying and assessing

risks around execution of

relevant stakeholders to make

risks by using risk

trades, surveillance of trading

sure information is shared.

assessments; all relevant risks

activity and an incident

are defined and assessed

database to identify, file

using impact and likelihood.

and analyse incident(s).

•

•

A detailed reporting framework
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10. TALENT & TRAINING
IMC’s traineeship program is everything
but your typical recruitment scheme.
That’s because the firm is looking for
more than just the right answer.

GRADUATES

INTERNS

is being made in hiring and

one of the original three guys

training. The goal is not only to

working on that project. Now

find talent but to develop and

I have more than a decade in

retain it. For example, IMC invests

the industry and I’m paired with

It’s a point picked up by Christine,

heavily in training its own traders

two trainees and work with

Trading Lead, Chicago: “One of

to be trainers, ensuring new hires

them on a daily basis. While it’s

the most important factors for

are trained by expert colleagues

expensive, it pays off.”

lasting success is empowering the

Sunny, Chicago Managing
Director, explains: “We’re

“We invest not only in strategies

extremely thoughtful about how

but in people,” says Bart, a

we absorb growth. We don’t

trader in Amsterdam, and himself

want to lower the quality, so

a graduate of the traineeship

we’re spending a ton of time

scheme a decade ago. “There

on recruitment. After that, we

was a lot of effort put into training

know that we have to spend

me, which was necessary

a ton of time on onboarding,

because I was a physicist who

growing high-potentials,

knew nothing about trading. I

growing mentors, and in

was given a lot of responsibility.

leadership development.”

9,000

APPLICATIONS

I built the execution stack as

strategies best.

7,000

APPLICATIONS

As IMC grows, serious investment

who know its systems and
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RECRUITMENT STATISTICS
3,000

70 HIRED

4,500

80 HIRED

ASSESSMENTS

ASSESSMENTS

people who work here, giving them
bigger opportunities for ownership
and even greater autonomy. We
have hired exceptionally smart
people and our teams are doing
a really good job being thoughtful
about the growth path, not just
for the new people entering the
organisation but for all of the talent
that we have recruited over the
last three decades.”
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Recruitment starts with an online

to know each other. So, you really

aptitude test, a sort of classical

start off with a strong network. That

IQ test. There follow more tests

approach absolutely has value.”

and then a first-round interview,
where the focus is on motivation,

Jeroen, Recruitment Lead,

personality and cultural fit. From

expands: “Cooperation, teamwork,

then on the process becomes more

no hierarchy, no red tape - all

technical with coding questions,

that together defines our culture,

brainteasers and quantitative

and that’s also what we look for

riddles. Candidates who pass that

in candidates. The cultural fit is

stage are invited for a final round

as important as the technical

comprising a full-day of interviews,

fit. Of course, we look for smart

case studies and simulations.

people, but smart people only get

Throughout the process, the

you so far. There are a couple of

emphasis is two-way, with IMC

personality traits that we look for

equally keen to get to know and

that, together with being clever,

understand the candidate.

make you successful at IMC: being
self-reflective and being self-

“We make a huge investment in a

critical. We test for a high degree

very intense onboarding program

of pragmatism. When you tackle a

for new graduate hires,” Robert,

difficult brainteaser, we don’t care

Global Head of Human Resources,

so much about the outcome; we

explains. “We ask of them to work

want you to take us along in your

really hard, but we treat them really

reasoning, how do you get to your

well. The fact that we do it globally

answer, what questions you asked,

is a big plus. A lot of people fly all

how you reacted to input and

around the world. They get one big,

feedback. We find that way more

onboarding experience including

important than whether you got

a very intense training by our best

the answer right.”

people. They live together, they
do fun stuff together, they build
a cohort. They get to know a lot
of senior people, because those
people teach them. And they get
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The involvement of the entire

Above all, what defines IMC’s

“That’s one of our biggest selling

IMC business in the recruitment

approach to recruitment is a long-

points,” agrees Sunny, himself a

process is a critical factor and

term commitment. Robert says:

product of the training program more

a key differentiator. “We have a

“While other firms hire a whole

than 12 years ago and now Chicago

‘recruitment culture’, by which I

bunch of people and they know in

Managing Director. “If you’re coming

mean recruitment is an intrinsic part

six month’s they’ll be left with only

out of college, you want to work for a

of our organisation and everyone is

half of them, we assume we’ll keep

company that will invest and commit

involved,” says Jeroen. “The time

all of them. We hire people because

to you. Once we hire someone, they’re

and effort we ask from the business

we think they’re all going to be

on our team, and we try to set every

to make that happen is incredible.”

successful. That’s the difference.”

person up for success.”

HOW IMC SUPPORTS ITS PEOPLE
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COMMITTING

ENABLING

HIRING
TRAINING
INVESTING

TECHNOLOGY
TEAMWORK
RISK AND
COMPLIANCE

TRADER
DEVELOPER

ENCOURAGING

EMPOWERING

VALUES
CULTURE
ENVIRONMENT

FREEDOM
RESPONSIBILITY
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11. CULTURE
IMC’s culture sets it apart. But what is it that makes the difference?
Those who left to later rejoin are in a good place to judge.

46

The curiosity and creativity that

IMC has a vision and it invests

By leveraging across the organisation,

underpins IMC is a theme picked

heavily in that. We’ve an open

IMC is able to channel experience

up by Richard, who leads the

culture and no hierarchy. If you’ve

into improvement. That is vital to the

Hong Kong office. He left IMC in

got good ideas, people will listen.”

firm’s success, says Bart. “At some

2017 but rejoined less than a year

firms, you’re actively discouraged

later. “We want to make things

IMC’s open culture promotes

from interacting with anyone who isn’t

better, to challenge the status quo.

and encourages teamwork.

your direct co-worker. That is highly

When I joined in 2012 I wasn’t

There are no silos or barriers,

toxic. But here, an environment where
I can perform and do my job gives

Bart joined IMC for the first time in

projects,” he says. “We’ve gotten

I improved my skills which is

used to that. Junior traders would

either within or between

November 2006, having studied

much better at giving people the

great for me, and means IMC

come up to me and challenge me.

offices. Instead, there is a huge

me energy. It doesn’t drain me. The

physics at Eindhoven University.

room to innovate and get new

got a more productive employee.

They were curious about what

amount of communication. That

total package of how much you enjoy

He was hired as a quantitative

strategies rolling. We’re committed

Obviously there’s pressure, but

I was doing, and why. My first

means interesting innovations

work, the environment, the fabulous

researcher, designing and building

to giving people the chance to grow

you are encouraged and given

reaction was to say ‘mind your

are shared, while things that

office, the great food, the highly

the algorithms that drive IMC’s

the business. That means you’re

room to explore. That means we’re

own business’ but then I noticed

might not work so well quickly

motivated co-workers, all those

systems. In 2014, he left to join

really allowed to try things. And you

actually growing and innovating.

that I was doing that too, asking

become lessons learned for

things are very important.”

another firm. IMC kept in touch and

get the time to do things properly.

We know more about something

‘why did this happen?’ or ‘how do

the entire firm.

in May 2018 he rejoined as a trader.

You’re not judged. People trust

today than we did a year ago, so

we make this better?’

you to do your best, understanding

if we implement things we make

“What struck me on returning,

that it might take a while. I was

markets more efficient, which

is IMC’s willingness to make

given the resources to learn a

ultimately benefits everyone.”

significant commitments to big

new programming language so
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11.1 GIVING BACK
Room to Read, a literacy project for African children,
remains the focus of IMC’s global charitable effort
through its charitable foundations. Now in its third
year, what impact is it having?
Each year IMC’s employees

capital of Tanzania, to meet

voluntarily give their time and

the children and their parents,

energy to dozens of charities. In

and teachers and government

2018, almost 300 organisations

representatives, and to see

benefited as more than €5.4m was

first-hand the positive impact

donated by IMC and its people.

their donation is having.

For three years the global focus

Ingrid, paralegal, Amsterdam:

of IMC’s philanthropic efforts

“It had a big impact, seeing the

has been Room to Read, a child

children, hearing their stories

literacy project in Africa. Each

about how they love the books.

year the entire proceeds of a

One girl she told me that every

single day’s trading are donated

time she takes the book home,

to support the organisation’s

she reads it herself, uses it to

work building libraries, training

teach her parents how to read

teachers and publishing books

and reads a bedtime story to

for children. In July a team

her little brother.”

from IMC - traders, developers
and support staff - visited four
schools around Dar es Salaam,

48
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ROOM TO READ OUTPUT
IMC
SUPPORT

50

125,000
CHILDREN

120
SCHOOLS

15 NEW
TITLES

Arno, Chief Technology Officer:

Arno continues. “It has a lot of

program, which they test in

“There were almost no books

leverage because once people

different countries so they

for kids (before this initiative).

know how to read they can

really know what methods work

There’s no market for them, and

change their behaviour in so

best,” said Arno. “They use

no system. There is no ecosystem

many ways. If you can’t read, you

science, on a large scale. You

where people write books so they

are dependent on other people.

can see the development and

are trying to boost that as well.

As they get more knowledge they

chart the progress. They really

And they work with local writers.

can deal with other issues better,

try to measure it. That’s their

The books are fun and they get

from understanding and having

philosophy. And that speaks

attached to them. You hear these

an impact on climate change to

to us as a firm.”

kids and they have taken the book

ensuring a stable government.

home ten times and they know

And for me, seeing that and

It’s a theme picked up by Ingrid:

the story really well.”

hearing the stories, really flipped

“IMC people really want to see

a switch: we don’t have to send

results. They want to see the

“IMC has a history of working

enough money to get all the

numbers. We challenged them.

with organisations focused on

schools in the program. Our

We pushed them to show proof

education because we believe in

investment can be a catalyst to

of how the money is spent

the leverage that education has.

get the government on board.

and how it is having an impact.

Everything stems from reading.

There is massive leverage, and

And we saw it is working.”

It makes a big difference and

the government officials we met

that really speaks to us.”

seemed very positive.”

IMC’s support is structured as

An aspect of the program that

a multi-year commitment. “If

especially appealed to IMC

you want to make an impact

is its focus on a measurable

you should stick by something,”

impact. “They have a literacy
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CONTACTS
CHICAGO

SYDNEY

Willis Tower

Level 42

233 South Wacker Drive

Grosvenor Place

Suite 4300

225 George Street

Chicago, IL60606

Sydney NSW 2000

USA

Australia

T +1 (312) 244 3300

T +61 (02) 8264 4700

F +1 (312) 244 3301

F +61 (02) 8095 0370

E informationChicago@imc.com

AMSTERDAM

NEW YORK

Amstelveenseweg 500

40 Wall Street

1081 KL Amsterdam

28th Floor

The Netherlands

New York, NY 10005
USA

T +31 (20) 798 8400
E informationAmsterdam@imc.com

T +1 (646) 512 5720

HONG KONG

SHANGHAI

Unit 2001, 20/F

211/F Aurora Plaza

100 Queen’s

99 Fucheng Road

Road Central

Shanghai, 200 120

Hong Kong

China

T +852 (3) 658 9888

T +86 (21) 6058 9187

FIND US ON SOCIAL
@IMCTrading
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